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Abstract. Two extensions of the standard model, one that includes the seesaw mechanism of type II, and the
minimal supersymmetric extention to the standard model, are studied using up to 1.6 fb−1 of data collected in
proton-proton collisions at

√
s=7 TeV with the CMS detector at the LHC.

1 Introduction

An observation of the doubly charged componentΦ++ (here
and below charge conjugate modes are implicitly included)
of the triplet scalar field predicted in the the minimal see-
saw model of type II, would establish such mechanism in
the most promising framework giving mass to neutrinos.
This particle carries double electric charge and decays to
the same charged lepton pairsℓ+i ℓ

+
j allowing also lepton

flavor violating decays. TheΦ++ Yukawa coupling matrix
is proportional to the light neutrino mass matrix and al-
lows to test the neutrino mass mechanism by measuring
the branching fractionsΦ++ → ℓiℓ j [1].

The minimal supersymmetric extension to the standard
model (MSSM) requires the presence of two Higgs dou-
blets. This leads to a more complicated scalar sector, with
five massive Higgs bosons: a light neutral CP-even state
(h), two charged states (H±), a heavy neutral CP-even state
(H) and a neutral CP-odd state (A).

If the charged Higgs boson mass,mH+ , is smaller than
the top quark mass, the top quark can decay viat → H+b
(and its charge conjugate). The lower limit on the charged
Higgs boson mass is set to about 80 GeV/c2 by LEP ex-
periments. For values of tanβ, the ratio of the vacuum ex-
pectation values of the two Higgs boson doublets, larger
than 20, the charged Higgs boson preferentially decays to
τ lepton and neutrino,H+ → τ+ντ. The presence of the
t → H+b, H+ → τ+ντ decay modes alters the standard
model (SM) prediction of theτ lepton yield in the decay
products of thett̄ pairs. The current upper limit on the
branching fractionBR(t → H+b) ≃ 0.2 is set by the CDF
and D0 experiments at the Tevatron formH+ between 80
and 155 GeV/c2, assumingBR(H+ → τ+ν)=1. The domi-
nant source of top quarks at LHC ispp→ tt̄ process, there-
fore the charged Higgs boson is searched for in the subse-
quent decay products of the top quark pairs:tt̄ → H±W∓bb̄
andtt̄ → H±H∓bb̄ whenH± decays intoτ lepton and neu-
trino [2].

The mass relations among the neutral MSSM Higgs
bosons are such that ifmA . 130 GeV/c2, at large values of
the parameter tanβ the masses of theh andA are nearly de-
generate, while that of theH is approximately 130 GeV/c2.
If mA & 130 GeV/c2, then the masses of theA andH are
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Fig. 1. ObservedΦ++ mass limits at 95% CL in different lepton
final states. The branching fractions that are assumed in the limit
calculation are indicated.

nearly degenerate, while that of theh remains near 130
GeV/c2. The precise value of the crossover point depends
predominantly on the nature of the mass mixing in the top-
squark states. The neutral MSSM Higgs boson production
is studied in its decay into pair of tau leptons,H → ττ, in
three final states, whenτ decay leptonically, one toµ and
other toe, eµ, and when one of theτ decays hadronically,
µτh andeτh [3].

2 Doubly charge Higgs boson production

Both, the pair production processpp→ Φ++Φ−− → ℓ+i ℓ
+
j ℓ
−
k ℓ
−
l ,

as well as the associated production processpp→ Φ++Φ− →
ℓ+i ℓ
+
j ℓ
−
k νl are studied, assuming that theΦ++ andΦ+ are

degenerate in mass. A search is performed for an excess
of events in all possible flavour combinations of the same
charge lepton pairs coming from the decaysΦ++ → ℓ+i ℓ

+
j

without making assumptions on theΦ++ branching frac-
tions. Both the three and four charged lepton final states
are considered including at most one and twoτ leptons, re-
spectively. TheΦ++ → W+W+ decays are assumed to be
suppressed.
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In addition to the model independent search, the type
II seesaw model is tested in four benchmark points (BP)
that characterize different characteristic neutrino mass ma-
trix structures. BP1 describes the neutrino sector with nor-
mal mass hierarchy and a massless lightest neutrino. BP2
describes the same, but with the inverse mass hierarchy.
BP3 represents a degenerate neutrino mass spectrum with
m1 = 0.2 eV. Those three benchmark points are the ex-
tremes allowed by varying the neutrino mass and hierarchy
in the allowed ranges without consideration forθ13 or CP
phases and cover a large region of the parameter space. The
fourth benchmark point BP4 represents the case in which
all Φ++ branching fractions are equal.

The presented results are based on data corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 0.98f b−1. The final states
are required to have four or three leptons with transverse
momenta,pT, above 5 GeV/c for muons and above 15
GeV/c for electrons andτh. There should be at least two
leptons with pT > 35 and 10 GeV/c in the event. The
τh are reconstructed using “hadron plus strip”(HPS) algo-
rithm [4] that is designed to optimize the performance of
τh identification and reconstruction by considering specific
τh decay modes. The algorithm provides highτh identifica-
tion efficiency, approximately 50% for the range ofτh en-
ergies relevant for this analysis, while keeping the misiden-
tification rate for jets at the level of≈ 1% that is factor of
three to four times lower than for the algorithms used in the
CMS physics technical design report. Detailed description
of the algorithm and its performance can be found in [4].

A CLs method is used for the upper limit calculations.
The results of the exclusion limit calculations are reported
in Fig. 1. As can be seen, new significantly higher limits
are set in comparison to the previous LEP and Tevatron
bounds. The first limits on four benchmark points probe a
large region of the parameter space of type II seesaw mod-
els.

3 Study of minimal supersymmetric
extension to the standard model

3.1 Charged Higgs boson

The analysis is performed in three final states,eµ, µτh and
τhτh, in presence of large missing transverse energy and
one b-tagged jet. Transverse momenta of all leptons are
required to exceed 20 GeV/c, 40 GeV/c in theτhτh case.

A CLs method is used in order to obtain the upper limit
at 95% CL on the excess (lack) of the events in compari-
son with the expected contributions from SM. The back-
ground and signal uncertainties are modeled with a log-
normal probability distribution function and their corre-
lations are taken into account. Assuming that the excess
(lack) of events is due to thet → bH+, H+ → τ+ν de-
cays, the limit is obtained for each individual analysis, and
also combined for all final states. Figure 2 shows the up-
per limit onBR(t → H+b) assumingBR(H+ → τν)=1 as a
function of the higgs mass for the combination of all final
states. The upper limit is set to 4-5 % for the Higgs boson
mass interval 80< mH+ < 160 GeV/c2.

Figure 3 shows the exclusion region in the MSSMMH+ -
tanβ parameter space obtained from the combined anal-
ysis for the MSSMmmax

h scenario:MS US Y = 1 TeV/c2,

Fig. 2. Upper limit onBR(t → H+b) assumingBR(H+ → τν)=1
as a function ofmH+ for the combination of all final states. The
yellow bands show the one- and two-standard-deviation ranges
around the expected limit.

Fig. 3. The exclusion region in the MSSMMH+ -tanβ parameter
space obtained from the combined analysis for the MSSMmmax

h
scenario.

µ = 200 GeV/c2, M2 = 200 GeV/c2, mg̃ = 0.8 · MS US Y ,
Xt = 2 · MS US Y (FD calculation),XM̄S

t =
√

6 · MS US Y

(RG calculation),Ab = At. MSUSY denotes the common
soft-SUSY-breaking squark mass of the third generation;
Xt = At − µ/ tanβ the stop mixing parameter;At and Ab

the stop and sbottom trilinear couplings, respectively;µ the
Higgsino mass parameter;mg̃ the gluino mass; andM2 the
SU(2)-gaugino mass parameter. The value ofM1 is fixed
via the GUT relationM1 = (5/3)M2 sinθW/ cosθW. In de-
termining these bounds on tanβ, we have used the cen-
tral values of the Higgs boson cross sections as a function
of tanβ reported by the LHC Higgs Cross Section Work-
ing Group. The cross sections have been obtained from
the GGH@NNLO and HIGLU programs for the gluon-
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fusion process. For thebb̄ → φ process, the 4-flavor cal-
culation and the 5-flavor calculation as implemented in the
BBH@NNLO program have been combined using the San-
tander scheme. Rescaling of the corresponding Yukawa cou-
plings by the MSSM factors calculated with FeynHiggs
has been applied. We do not quote limits above tanβ = 60
as the theoretical relation between cross section and tanβ

becomes unreliable.

3.2 Neutral Higgs boson

The MSSM neutral Higgs boson analysis is performed in
three final stateseµ, µτh, andeτh with pT > 15 GeV/c for
muons, andpT > 20 GeV/c for e andτh. In eµ final states
one of the lepton is required to havepT > 20 GeV/c and
other pT > 10 GeV/c. Each final state is subdivided into
two categories, one with no b-tagged jets withpT > 20
GeV/c and the other with at least one b-tagged jet.

The largest source of events selected with these re-
quirements comes from the SMZ → ττ production. The
contribution from this process is estimated using a sample
of simulated events, normalized to the number of observed
Z → µµ andZ → ee events in data. A significant source of
background arises from QCD multijet events andW+jets
events in which a jet is misidentified asτh, and there is a
real or misidentifiede or µ. The rates for these processes
are estimated using the number of observed events, where
both reconstructed leptons have the same charge, same-
sign combination. Other background processes includett̄
production andZ → ee/µµ events, particularly in theeτh
channel, due to the 2–3% probability for electrons to be
misidentified asτh [4]. The small fake-lepton background
from W+jets and QCD for theeµ channel is estimated us-
ing data.

The event generator PYTHIA, and POWHEG, and M-
G are used to model the Higgs boson signal and other
backgrounds. The TAUOLA package is used for tau decays
in all cases.

To distinguish the Higgs boson signal from the back-
ground, we reconstruct the visible mass, defined as the
invariant mass of the visible tau decay products. The ob-
served visible mass distributions are fit in each case to the
sum of the SM backgrounds and the Higgs boson signal.
The visible mass spectra show no evidence for the pres-
ence of a Higgs boson signal, and are used to set a 95%
CL upper bound on the product of the Higgs boson cross
section and the tau-pair branching fraction,σφ · Bττ.

Figure 4 shows the upper bound onσφ·Bττ as a function
of mA, where we use as the signal acceptance model the
combined visible mass spectra from thegg andbb̄ produc-
tion processes forh, A, andH, and assuming tanβ = 30.
The plot also shows the one- and two-standard-deviation
range of expected upper limits for various potential exper-
imental outcomes. The observed limits are well within the
expected range assuming no signal.

One can interpret the upper limits onσφ · Bττ in the
MSSM parameter space of tanβ versusmA for an example
scenario in the same way it was done above for the charged
Higgs. The results are shown in Fig. 5. They exclude a re-
gion in tanβ down to values smaller than those excluded
by the Tevatron experiments formA . 140 GeV/c2, and
significantly extend the excluded region of MSSM param-

Fig. 4. The expected one- and two-standard-deviation ranges and
observed 95% CL upper limits onσφ · Bττ as a function ofmA.
The signal acceptance is based on the MSSM model described in
the text, assuming tanβ = 30.

Fig. 5. Region in the parameter space of tanβ versusmA excluded
at 95% CL in the context of the MSSMmmax

h scenario, with the
effect of±1σ theoretical uncertainties shown. The other shaded
regions show the 95% CL excluded regions from the LEP and
Tevatron experiments.

eter space at larger values ofmA. Figure 5 also shows the
region excluded by the LEP experiments.
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